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Integrate your development  
environment with the world

Highlights
Provides reliable data 
flow across 60 connectors 
between agile, DevOps and 
IT tools

Enhances efficiency  
by automatically 
synchronizing data and 
updates among tools

Simplifies audits through 
automated traceability, 
promoting data integrity  
and transparency

Your company requires efficient data sharing across various departments and 
applications without having to develop internal bridges and connectors, maintain 
interconnects and debug data transformations. Today’s product development 
doesn’t live behind closed doors; it has become an integral part of a company’s 
success. Capitalizing on development data enhances operations such as RFP 
processes, product status queries, customer support and regulatory compliance, 
benefiting your company, partners and customers alike.

IBM Engineering Integration Hub links the IBM Engineering Lifecycle  
Management solution, specifically IBM® Engineering Workflow Management  
and Requirements Management DOORS® and DOORS Next, with third-party tools 
such as Micro Focus ALM, Atlassian Jira, Broadcom Clarity, Broadcom Rally,  
Digital.ai and Mozilla Bugzilla, fostering a unified management approach. It  
allows you to extend the holistic product lifecycle approach of IBM Engineering 
Lifecycle Management across tools from a diverse set of sources, providing your 
engineering team with a more productive development environment.

Provides reliable data flow across 60 connectors between agile, DevOps  
and IT tools
The tool’s extensive library of over 60 connectors between agile, DevOps and  
IT tools allows engineers to seamlessly transfer data between different platforms, 
eliminating the need for manual intervention. By providing a centralized hub for 
data exchange, Engineering Integration Hub mitigates the risks associated with 
data fragmentation, helping ensure that all stakeholders have access to accurate 
and up-to-date information. This streamlined data flow not only enhances 
collaboration among teams but also accelerates decision-making processes, 
ultimately leading to faster time to market for products and services.  
Using point-and-click models, engineers can effortlessly turn raw data into  
actionable insights, empowering them to make informed decisions and drive 
business success.
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Enhances efficiency by automatically synchronizing data and updates  
among tools
Automation plays a pivotal role in streamlining processes and reducing manual 
effort. By automatically synchronizing data and updates between tools, 
Engineering Integration Hub minimizes the time spent on administrative tasks, 
allowing engineers to focus on core activities. This not only improves productivity 
but also enhances employee engagement and satisfaction. Furthermore,  
the tool’s user-friendly interface and intuitive features help teams work more 
efficiently, promoting a culture of innovation and continuous improvement  
within the organization.

Simplifies audits through automated traceability, promoting data integrity  
and transparency
In highly regulated markets, ensuring data integrity and compliance is paramount. 
The tool simplifies audits by providing automated traceability and transparent data 
cascading mechanisms. By maintaining a comprehensive audit trail and facilitating 
compliance efforts, Engineering Integration Hub helps you mitigate risks and 
manage adherence with regulatory standards. Moreover, by proactively addressing 
regulatory concerns and streamlining compliance processes, the tool instills 
confidence among stakeholders and strengthens your reputation as a reliable  
and trustworthy partner in the industry.

Supported tools
 – Aha!
 – Apptio TargetProcess
 – Aras Innovator
 – Asana
 – Atlassian Jira
 – Blueprint
 – BMC Helix ITSM
 – Broadcom Clarity
 – Broadcom Rally
 – Cherwell Service Management
 – codebeamer
 – Digital.ai Agility 
 – Digital.ai Release
 – Git
 – GitHub Issues
 – GitLab Issues
 – IBM Rational® ClearQuest®
 – Jama Connect
 – Microsoft Azure DevOps Server
 – Microsoft Project Server
 – Microsoft SharePoint
 – Micro Focus ALM Octane
 – Micro Focus ALM/Quality Center
 – Micro Focus Dimensions RM

– Micro Focus PPM
– Micro Focus Solutions Business 

Manager
– Mozilla Bugzilla 
– Pivotal Tracker
– Planview AdaptiveWork
– Planview AgilePlace
– Planview Enterprise Architecture
– Planview Portfolios
– Planview PPM Pro
– Polarion ALM
– PTC Windchill
– PTC Windchill RV&S
– Salesforce
– ServiceNow
– SmartBear QAComplete
– Sparx Systems Pro Cloud Server
– TestRail
– Trello
– Tricentis qTest
– Tricentis Tosca
– UiPath Test Manager
– WhiteHat Sentinel
– Zendesk

*IBM’s supported tools list is continuously evolving to meet your evolving needs.
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IBM Engineering Integration Hub revolutionizes the way engineers manage and 
share development data in highly regulated markets. By providing a seamless 
solution for data integration and synchronization, the tool addresses critical 
pain points such as data fragmentation, inefficiency and compliance risks. With 
its robust features and automation capabilities, the solution not only enhances 
productivity and quality but also helps you stay competitive in today’s dynamic 
business landscape.

Why IBM?
As a trusted global brand, IBM has an impressive track record of helping clients 
through digital transformation, focusing on areas that yield the biggest impact on 
their business and positively influencing their corporate culture with technology.

To learn more about IBM Engineering Integration Hub, contact your  
IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit ibm.biz/BdmRef.

https://ibm.biz/BdmRef
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